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Background to the studyBackground to the study
•• Dyslexia affects approx 7Dyslexia affects approx 7--10% of the population.10% of the population.
•• Dyslexia causes serious problems in L1 literacy Dyslexia causes serious problems in L1 literacy 

development.development.
•• SLA is largely dependent on native language skills (e.g SLA is largely dependent on native language skills (e.g 

phonological decoding, auditory processing, memory for phonological decoding, auditory processing, memory for 
verbal material), therefore dyslexic students often verbal material), therefore dyslexic students often 
experience problems in L2 learning.experience problems in L2 learning.

•• Competence in an L2 (particularly English) is of high Competence in an L2 (particularly English) is of high 
importance in todayimportance in today’’s globalised worlds globalised world

•• In many countries holding language certificates is essential In many countries holding language certificates is essential 
for admission to university, obtaining a university degree, for admission to university, obtaining a university degree, 
finding employment and being promoted.finding employment and being promoted.



Proficiency tests measure skills 
such as reading and spelling that 
are particularly difficult for dyslexic 
learners.

Dyslexia is a reading 
DISABILITY, therefore 
candidates’ disability should 
be considered in the 
assessment of proficiency.

How can the balance between 
accommodations/fairness and construct validity be 

found?



Outline of the talkOutline of the talk

•• Aims of the researchAims of the research
•• Study 1 Study 1 –– review of the system of review of the system of 

accommodations in accredited Hungarian accommodations in accredited Hungarian 
language proficiency examslanguage proficiency exams

•• Study 2 Study 2 –– lessons from dyslexic testlessons from dyslexic test--takerstakers
•• Implications and conclusions: Implications and conclusions: 

Recommendations for the accreditation boardRecommendations for the accreditation board



The aims of the studyThe aims of the study

1.1. Review the current system of accommodations Review the current system of accommodations 
in accredited Hungarian language proficiency in accredited Hungarian language proficiency 
examsexams

2.2. Examine how dyslexic students view the Examine how dyslexic students view the 
provided system of accommodations and what provided system of accommodations and what 
additional accommodations they would find additional accommodations they would find 
helpfulhelpful



Study 1Study 1-- Review of Review of 
accommodationsaccommodations

InstrumentInstrument
Phase 1. open ended questionsPhase 1. open ended questions
Phase 2. 7 shortPhase 2. 7 short--answer questions on accommodationsanswer questions on accommodations
AdministeredAdministered throughthrough emailemail
Participating institutions: Participating institutions: 
18 exam 18 exam centrescentres
6 internationally well6 internationally well--known and 12 Hungarian known and 12 Hungarian 

examination examination centrescentres
No No repliesreplies fromfrom 5 5 examinationexamination centrescentres



ResultsResults
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Separate written and oral 
certificate   - - - - -  - -  - -  

Extra time in written exams              N.D. 

Disregarding spelling errors   -  -  -    -   N.D. 

Use of computers      - -  - - - -  N.D. 

Use of spell-checker   -   - -  - - - - - N.D. 

Extra time in oral exams  -   -     -  -  N.D. 

Extra time in listening 
comprehension  -        -  -  N.D. 

 



ResultsResults contcont..

76761010Extra Extra timetime inin listeninglistening
comprehensioncomprehension

696999Extra Extra timetime inin oraloral examsexams

383855UseUse of of spellspell--checkerchecker

535377UseUse of of computerscomputers

696999DisregardingDisregarding spellingspelling
errorserrors

10010013 13 Extra Extra timetime inin writtenwritten
examsexams

Valid %Valid %NNAccommodationAccommodation



ImplicationsImplications

•• There is a great variation in the There is a great variation in the accomaccommmodationsodations
providedprovided..

•• Most Most frequentfrequent accommodationaccommodation is is givinggiving extra extra 
timetime forfor solvingsolving thethe tasktask..

•• ComputersComputers and and spellspell--checkerscheckers areare notnot frequentlyfrequently
allowedallowed..

•• No No accommodationsaccommodations inin formattingformatting thethe testtest--
paperspapers



Study 2 Interviews with dyslexic Study 2 Interviews with dyslexic 
language learnerslanguage learners

ParticipantsParticipants
Name Age 

Sex 
Job FL Exam name, type, level1, when 

Adam 
 

17 
male 

student English ITK-Origo, A, 2006 

Ben 21 
male 

student English BME, C, 2003,  BME, A, 2006 
ITK-Origo, A, 2006 
Pannon, A, 2006 
társalKODÓ, A, 2006 

Cecil 32 
male 

teacher English Pannon, C, 2006 

Daniel 29 
male 

engineer English BME C, 2005 
 
BME B, 2005 

Eric 30 
male 

economist English ITK-origó, A, 2002 
BME, A, 2007 

Fatime 19 
female 

student English TELC, C, 2006 
 
 
BME, C, 2006 
 
BME, B, 2006 

Gabriel 26 
male 

student English BME, C, 2004 

Hanna 19 
female 

student German ECL, C, 2005 

Irene 30 soldier English BGF, C, 2003-2004 



The interviewThe interview
SemiSemi--structuredstructured, , approxapprox 4545--60 60 minutesminutes
•• Background information:Background information: Basic questions about the participant and Basic questions about the participant and 

theirtheir FL learning history FL learning history 
•• Dyslexia:Dyslexia: when and how the respondent was diagnosed, the when and how the respondent was diagnosed, the 

duration and nature of therapy received and native language duration and nature of therapy received and native language 
difficulties difficulties 

•• Difficulties in the FLDifficulties in the FL
•• Language exam: Language exam: Questions addressing why the specific exam was Questions addressing why the specific exam was 

chosen, the duration and method of preparation, financial chosen, the duration and method of preparation, financial 
resources needed for preparation, exemptions and resources needed for preparation, exemptions and 
accommodations and general difficulties on the examsaccommodations and general difficulties on the exams

•• Task types:Task types: Attitude towards the tasks and their opinion about the Attitude towards the tasks and their opinion about the 
difficulty of the tasks of the specific language exam taken by tdifficulty of the tasks of the specific language exam taken by the he 
participantparticipant



Categories of analysisCategories of analysis
•• ExemptionsExemptions –– Comments on exemptions received, applied for or Comments on exemptions received, applied for or 

thought of as helpful.thought of as helpful.
•• TimeTime –– Accommodations or proposed accommodations related Accommodations or proposed accommodations related 

to the allotted time on the exam.to the allotted time on the exam.
•• Tools, Technical aidsTools, Technical aids –– Accommodations or proposed Accommodations or proposed 

accommodations related to the use of tools and technical aids onaccommodations related to the use of tools and technical aids on
the exam.the exam.

•• OtherOther –– Any other received or proposed accommodation.Any other received or proposed accommodation.
•• GeneralGeneral –– Any general utterance on accommodations,  on Any general utterance on accommodations,  on 

receiving or applying for them. receiving or applying for them. 

Data Data doubledouble--codedcoded byby BK and BK and ÁÁSS



Results Results –– General attitude and General attitude and 
information concerning accommodationsinformation concerning accommodations

•• Students were not informed about the accommodations in Students were not informed about the accommodations in 
sufficient detail by the examination centers. 3 students receivesufficient detail by the examination centers. 3 students received d 
information from their tutors and 1 from the diagnosing information from their tutors and 1 from the diagnosing 
psychologist.psychologist.

•• The participants complained about clear guidelines that would The participants complained about clear guidelines that would 
regulate what accommodations are available for them.regulate what accommodations are available for them.

•• They mentioned that some accommodations such They mentioned that some accommodations such asas being the being the 
first in the oral interview were not meaningful at all.first in the oral interview were not meaningful at all.

•• Even if their certificate of diagnosis stated they would need exEven if their certificate of diagnosis stated they would need extra tra 
time for completing certain tasks, the examination centers oftentime for completing certain tasks, the examination centers often
declined the studentsdeclined the students’’ request with reference to the logistics of request with reference to the logistics of 
the exam.the exam.



•• Not all dyslexic learners took advantage of the available Not all dyslexic learners took advantage of the available 
accommodations.accommodations.

Yes I knew about them [accommodations], but I though I would Yes I knew about them [accommodations], but I though I would 
try to pass the exam without applying for them. After all, try to pass the exam without applying for them. After all, 
everyone keeps telling me that dyslexics cannot pass language everyone keeps telling me that dyslexics cannot pass language 
exams because they are incapable [to learn a FL]. Then, I exams because they are incapable [to learn a FL]. Then, I 
thought, Ithought, I’’ll show it to them.ll show it to them.



Accommodations: TimeAccommodations: Time

•• 6 out of the 10 participants mentioned that extra 6 out of the 10 participants mentioned that extra 
time in the written exam would have been time in the written exam would have been 
useful.useful.

•• Students need time for using the dictionary, Students need time for using the dictionary, 
processing written information either in the processing written information either in the 
instructions or in reading comprehension tasks instructions or in reading comprehension tasks 
and checking their answers.and checking their answers.



Accommodations: Tools and Accommodations: Tools and 
technical aidstechnical aids

•• Electronic dictionaries instead of printed dictionaries  (n = 6)Electronic dictionaries instead of printed dictionaries  (n = 6) ––
problems in remembering sequences of letters in the alphabetproblems in remembering sequences of letters in the alphabet
It might have been the wrong thing to do, but I got used to it It might have been the wrong thing to do, but I got used to it 
[using electronic dictionaries]. I can[using electronic dictionaries]. I can’’t really use a paper dictionary t really use a paper dictionary 
well and I didnwell and I didn’’t have an electronic one on the exam. If they let t have an electronic one on the exam. If they let 
us use computers, either for looking up words or checking us use computers, either for looking up words or checking 
spelling... I mean, you normally have this much help in real lifspelling... I mean, you normally have this much help in real life as e as 
well, right?well, right?

•• Computers and laptops Computers and laptops –– dyslexic students frequently have dyslexic students frequently have 
dysgraphiadysgraphia as well.as well.

•• SpellSpell--checkerscheckers



Other accommodationsOther accommodations

•• Disregarding spelling errors (n = 6)Disregarding spelling errors (n = 6)
•• More detailed instructions on what the task is More detailed instructions on what the task is ––

dyslexic students have difficulty memorizing dyslexic students have difficulty memorizing 
sequencessequences

•• More frequent breaks More frequent breaks –– dyslexics get tired much dyslexics get tired much 
more easilymore easily

•• Oral examiners should be informed about the Oral examiners should be informed about the 
studentsstudents’’ dyslexia and the nature of problems it dyslexia and the nature of problems it 
might causemight cause



The individual learner profileThe individual learner profile
•• Dyslexic learners have various strengths and weaknesses, Dyslexic learners have various strengths and weaknesses, 

therefore accommodations would need to be granted in therefore accommodations would need to be granted in 
the full consideration of the nature of the studentsthe full consideration of the nature of the students’’
dyslexic problems.dyslexic problems.

And I think that apart from this, though I donAnd I think that apart from this, though I don’’t know exactly what t know exactly what 
kind of subkind of sub--types dyslexia has, but if someone has such a diagnosis types dyslexia has, but if someone has such a diagnosis 
and takes it to the exam centre, then at the exam centre there and takes it to the exam centre, then at the exam centre there 
could be...letcould be...let’’s say three types of exams for example. And then s say three types of exams for example. And then 
they could categorise it. Like, you have a square had and thatthey could categorise it. Like, you have a square had and that’’s s 
your problem, so you get exam A, and if you have a round head, your problem, so you get exam A, and if you have a round head, 
you get method B. [..] I donyou get method B. [..] I don’’t think everyone needs this and this, it t think everyone needs this and this, it 
would be better to categorise. (Eric)would be better to categorise. (Eric)



But the problem is that they are trying to integrate But the problem is that they are trying to integrate 
dyslexia and dyslexia and dysgraphiadysgraphia into one syndrome. [...] It is into one syndrome. [...] It is 
important to know that these have neurobiological important to know that these have neurobiological 
origins, itorigins, it’’s important to know how they are structured, s important to know how they are structured, 
so you canso you can’’t say that everyt say that every personperson withwith dysgraphiadysgraphia
needs a laptop. Also, not everyone needs extra time the needs a laptop. Also, not everyone needs extra time the 
most. [...] A laptop itself will not solve the problem. It most. [...] A laptop itself will not solve the problem. It 
is also important that the person is treated with is also important that the person is treated with 
patience and understanding. I think this is what could patience and understanding. I think this is what could 
bring substantial bring substantial changes.(Jacobchanges.(Jacob))



What are the accommodations that do What are the accommodations that do 
not threaten the validity of language not threaten the validity of language 

proficiency exams?proficiency exams?
•• FormattingFormatting
•• Extra Extra timetime forfor solvingsolving taskstasks thatthat dodo notnot requirerequire onon--line line 

performanceperformance
•• Extra Extra timetime forfor processingprocessing instructionsinstructions
•• InIn taskstasks wherewhere thethe measuredmeasured constructconstruct doesdoes notnot includeinclude

ortographicortographic skillsskills disregardingdisregarding spellingspelling errorserrors oror
allowingallowing thethe useuse of of spellspell--checkerscheckers

•• ProvidingProviding laptopslaptops forfor studentsstudents withwith dysgraphiadysgraphia
•• ElectronicElectronic dictionariesdictionaries



Thank you for your attention


